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Abstract-Plant diseases lead to both financial and production losses, as well as a drop in the quality and quantity of farming 

products. Nowadays, plant diseases have garnered a lot of attention as people observe large fields of crops. When farmers 

switch from one type of infection prevention to another, they face incredible challenges. We review in this paper the need for a 

simple disease detection system for plant leaves that would aid in agricultural advancements. This technique will improve the 

productivity of crops. This paper also compares the benefits and limitations of these potential methods. It includes several steps 

viz. Image acquisition, image pre-processing, feature extraction and neural network based classification. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Most of the population of India is dependent on 

agriculture. Agricultural research aims at increasing food 

quality and productivity with reduced costs. The 
agricultural production system is the result of a complex 

interaction between soil, seeds, and pesticides. Vegetables 

and fruits are the most significant agricultural products. 

Quality control of products is basically a requirement to 

obtain more valuable products that the quality of 

agricultural products may be reduced due to plant diseases.  

 

Essentially, a disease is impairment to the normal 

functions of the plant such as photosynthesis, 

transpiration, pollination, fertilization, etc. It is important 

to diagnose plant disease at an early stage [1].  
 

Farmers require continuous monitoring by experts who 

might be prohibitively expensive and time-consuming. It 

is highly realistic for one to seek a fast [2,] less expensive, 

and an accurate way to automatically detect chronic 

diseases on a plant leaf. Machine vision allows inspection, 

control, and guidance of robots to be made possible using 

images. This paper aims to detect leaf disease using leaf 

texture. In every season worldwide, leaves are superior to 

flowers [3], [4]. 

 

The sections of this paper are as follows. In the first part of 
the section, we will examine the importance of detecting 

leaf diseases; plant leaves analysis, and leaf disease 

symptoms. In Section 2, we will explore recent research in 

this area. Section 3 contains a brief overview of several 

techniques for detecting diseases in leaves. We conclude 

this paper with a discussion of potential future directions 

in section 4. 

 

1. Plant diseases analysis and its symptoms: 

Agricultural science extensively uses RGB image feature 

pixel counting techniques.  

 

Analyzing images is beneficial for various purposes, such 

as: 

 To detect plant leaf, stem, and fruit diseases. 

 Measure the aected area by area. 

 To find the boundaries of the aected area. 

 To determine the color of the aected area 

 To determine the size & shape of fruits. 

 

Following are some common symptoms of fungal, 

bacterial and viral plant leaf diseases. 

 

2. Bacterial Disease Symptoms: 

It is characterized by small pale green spots that soon 

appear soaked in water. Figure 1(a) illustrates the lesions 

as dry dead spots, such as brown or black water-soaked 

spots, sometimes with a yellow halo, generally identical in 

size. Dry conditions cause the spots to appear speckled. 
 

 
(a) Bacterial leaf spot (b) mosaic virus 

Fig 1. Bacterial and viral disease on leaves. 
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3. Viral Disease Symptoms: 

A virus-induced plant disease is the most difficult to 
diagnose out of all the diseases aff ecting leaves. Viruses 

do not produce obvious signs and are easily confused with 

nutrient deficiencies and herbicide damage. Insects such as 

aphids, leafhoppers, whiteflies, and cucumber beetles are 

common carriers of disease, e.g. Mosaic Virus. Look for 

yellow or green stripes or spots on foliage, as shown in 

figure 1(b). Leaves might be wrinkled, curled and growth 

may be stunted. 

 

4. Fungal Disease Symptoms: 

All plant leaf diseases caused by fungi are discussed below 

and illustrated in figure 2, e.g. Late blight, caused by the 
fungus Phytophthora infesters are shown in figure 2(a). It 

first appears on older, lower leaves as water-soaked, grey-

green spots.  

 

A white fungal growth forms on the underside of these 

dark spots when the fungal disease matures. Fig. 2(b) 

illustrates the fungus Alternaria solani as the cause of early 

blight.  

 

On the lower, older leaves, the spots appear as small 

brown spots with concentric circles that look like bull's-
eye patterns. When a disease matures, it spreads on top of 

the leaf, causing it to turn yellow. Older leaves with 

downy mildew often exhibit yellow to white patches. 

Figure 2(c) depicts these areas as being covered in white 

to greyish hair. 

 

 
   (a) Late Blight        (b) Early Blight    (c) Downy Mildew 

Fig 2. Fungal disease on leaves. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

An abundance of literature is available on detecting plant 

leaf diseases. In this section, we will highlight a few key 

contributions. 

 

The methodology has been proposed by Anand 

H.Kulkarni et al. [1], where the Gabor filter is used for 

identifying features, and ANN-based classifiers are used 

for classifying symptoms, demonstrating a recognition rate 

of 91%.  

 
In their study, F. Agenti, et al. [2] presented supervised 

learning and maximum likelihood methods for calculating 

co-occurrence matrix parameters for fast classification.  

In identifying edges P.Revathi et al. [3] have used 

homogenize techniques such as Sobel and Canny filters. 
Based on these edge features, disease spots have been 

classified. To categorize cotton diseases, a homogeneous 

pixel counting algorithm (HPCCDD) has been developed. 

98.1% accuracy is claimed over the existing algorithm.  

 

The authors of Tushar H Jaware et al.[4] developed an 

improved version of the k-means method for the 

segmentation of low-level images. The spatial grey-level 

dependence matrices (SGDM) method has been used to 

extract statistical texture features by Sanjay B. Dhaygude 

et al. [5]. The RGB images were converted to Hue 

Saturation Value (HSV) colour space representations that 
showed H, S and V components.  

 

Al-Tarawneh [6] used c-means classification and auto-

cropping segmentation to study olive leaf spot disease. To 

enhance the image, RGB colourspace is converted to Lab 

colourspace and a median filter is applied. We present a 

comparison of fuzzy c-means and k-means clustering. 

 

To select features of cotton leaf disease, Yan-Cheng 

Zhang and co-workers [7] utilized fuzzy curves (FC) and 

fuzzy surfaces (FS). As a result, the dimensional feature 
space has been reduced. Back-propagation (BP) networks 

have been used to classify the grape and wheat diseases by 

Haiguang Wang et al. [8]. Principal component analysis 

(PCA) has also reduced the dimensions of the feature data.  

 

It has been proposed by SimonaE. Grigorescu et al. [9] 

that texture features based upon the local power spectrum 

of Gabor filters can be computed. They concluded that 

operators of grating cells responded only to texture 

features. 

 

The detection of unhealthy regions and classification using 
texture features has been proposed by S. Arivazhagan, et 

al. [10].The algorithm has been tested on ten species of 

plants, including bananas, beans, jackfruit, lemon, mango, 

potato, tomato and sapota. 94.74% accuracy has been 

achieved by the Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. 

 

Al Bashish, et al. [11] developed a neural network 

classifier based on statistical classification and could 

accurately detect and classify diseases with a precision of 

around 93%. For clustering and classification of plant 

diseases, H. Al-Hairy et al. formulated K-means clustering 
and BP neural networks. The proposed algorithm has been 

tested on five diseases viz. Early and late scorch, cottony 

and ashen mould, tiny whiteness.  

 

Menukaewjinda et al. [14] tried another ANN, i.e. back 

propagation neural network (BPNN) for efficient grape 

leaf color extraction with complex background. They also 

explored modified self-organizing feature map (MSOFM) 

and genetic algorithm (GA) and found that these 

techniques provide automatic adjustment in parameters for 
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grape leaf disease color extraction. Support vector 

machines (SVMs) have also been found to be highly 
eff ective in the classification of leaf diseases. 21 color, 4 

shape and 25 texture features have been extracted by  

 

Haiguang Wang et al. [15] and principal component 

analysis (PCA) has been performed for reducing 

dimensions in feature data processing, then back-

propagation (BP) networks, radial basis function (RBF) 

neural networks, generalized regression networks 

(GRNNs) and probabilistic neural networks (PNNs) have 

been used as classifiers to identify diseases. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 

A plant leaf disease detection method involves five main 

steps, as shown in fig.3. The procedures include image 

acquisition through a digital camera or web, image pre-

processing that includes image enhancement, 

segmentation, identifying the aff ected and valuable areas, 
feature extraction, and classification. Finally, the presence 

of diseases on the plant leaf will be identified. 

 

In the initial step, RGB images of leaf samples were 

picked up. The step-by-step procedure is shown below: 

 RGB image acquisition; 

 convert the input image into color space; 

 Segment the components; 

 obtain the useful segments; 

 Computing the texture features; 

 Configuring the neural networks for recognition. 
 

1. Image Acquisition: 

First of all, the images of diff erent leaves were taken with 

a digital camera with the necessary resolution for better 

quality. Building an image database depends clearly on the 

application. It is the database itself that contributes to the 

efficiency of the classifier, which determines the 

algorithm's robustness. 

 

2. Image Pre-Processing: 

Second, this image data is pre-processed in order to 

suppress undesired distortions and enhance some 
important image features for subsequent processing and 

analysis. A color space converter, an image enhancer, and 

an image segmentation are included. Color space 

representations of leaves are created from RGB images. In 

order to specify colors in a standard accepted way, a color 

space is used.  

 

Hue Saturation Value (HSV) color space representation of 

RGB images. RGB is used for generating colors, while 

HSL is used to describe colors. HSV models are ideal for 

color perception. Hue can be defined as a perceived color 
attribute. Saturation termed as relative purity or the 

amount of white light added to hue and value means 

amplitude of light. After the color space transformation 

process, hue component used for further analysis. 

Saturation and value are dropped since it does not give 

extra information [5]. 
 

 
Fig 3. The Basic Methodology. 

 
JPEG images typically use the Ycbcr color space, which is 

a common color space. Y, cb, and cr indicate a luminance 

component and two color components, respectively. A 

diff erence between Ycbcr and other color spaces is that it 

is orthogonal, which fully accounts for the diff erences 

between RGB colors and other colors. In image 

compression, the Ycbcr color space model is often used 

[12]. The A, U, and Cr components from LAB [6], UVL , 

and Ycbcr color spaces are used to extract aff ected leaf 

color with the aim of reducing the eff ects of illumination 

[14]. 
 

Image segmentation is a process used to simplify the 

representation of an image into something that is more 

meaningful and easier to analyze. The basis of feature 

extraction and pattern recognition, image segmentation is 

also central to digital image processing.  

 

There are various techniques for image segmentation 

discussed below. 

 

2.1 Region-Based: The technique involves grouping 

pixels that are related to an object. Segmentation should 
only be performed in the closed area detected. There will 

be no gap in this region-based segmentation due to the 

lack of edge pixels. A boundary is identified for 

segmentation. At least one pixel from the region is taken 

into account in every step. A vector representation is 

created by identifying the change in color and texture. 

These edges are then detected for further segmentation. 

 

2.2 Edge-Based: Segmentation can also be done by using 

edge detection techniques. There are various techniques 

viz. gradient, log, canny, Sobel, Laplacian, Robert. In this 
technique, the boundary is identified to segment. Edges are 

detected to identify discontinuities in the image. For 

classification, they use both fixed and adaptive feature of 

support vector machine. 

 

2.3 Threshold-Based: It is the easiest way of 

segmentation. Here segmentation is done through the 

threshold values obtained from the histogram of those 

edges of the original image. So, if the edge detections are 
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accurate then the threshold too. Segmentation through 

thresholding has fewer computations compared to other 
techniques. The disadvantage of this segmentation 

technique is not suitable for complex images. 

 

2.4 Feature-Based Clustering: Segmentation is also done 

through clustering [8]. The image is converted into a 

histogram and then clustering is done on it. Pixels of the 

color image are clustered for segmentation using an 

unsupervised technique Fuzzy C. This is applied to 

ordinary images. Noisy images result in fragmentation. A 

basic clustering k-means algorithm is used for 

segmentation in textured images [6, 13].  

 
It clusters the related pixels to segment the image. Feature 

clustering is used for segmentation, and the color 

components are used for segmenting. Similarly, 

segmentation is solely determined by the characteristics of 

the image. Features are taken into account for 

segmentation. The diff erence between intensity and color 

values is used for segmentation. Improved k-mean used to 

solve low-level image segmentation [4]. 

 

To segment color images, fuzzy clustering is used to 

generate color clusters iteratively, using fuzzy membership 
functions in color space based on image space. The 

technique successfully identifies the color region. 

Clustering-based segmentation in real-time. Virtual 

attention regions are captured accurately for segmentation. 

The image is segmented coarsely by multithresholding. 

Then, it is refined by fuzzy Clustering by means of [6]. 

 

A major advantage of this approach is that it can be 

applied to any multispectral image [7]. K-means clustering 

is considered a segmentation method for region growth. 

Clustering using cylindrical color space decision elements 

is a technique for image segmentation. Histograms are 
used to determine the surface while thresholding is used to 

detect clusters. The modified self-organizing feature map 

(MSOFM) reduces the number of color groups required 

for clustering. Additionally, this can be adjusted to allow 

color groups to be similar. Color group numbers that are 

appropriate lead to better extraction [14]. 

 

Model-Based: Markov Random Field (MRF) based 

segmentation is known as model-based segmentation. An 

inbuilt region smoothness constraint is presented in MRF 

which is used for color segmentation. MRF is combined 
with edge detection for identifying the edges accurately 

[4]. 

 

Feature Extraction: Following segmentation, the 

diseased part is extracted. In the next step, significant 

features are extracted and those features can be used to 

determine the meaning of a given sample. Usually, image 

features include color, shape, and texture. Currently, most 

scientists focus on plant leaf texture as the most important 

feature for classification. With the help of texture features, 

plant diseases are classified into diff erent types. There are 

various methods for feature extraction as discussed below. 
 

3. Texture Analysis Methods: 

Textures are a pattern of the non-uniform spatial 

distribution of diff ering image intensities, which focus 

generally on the individual pixels that make up an image. 

In terms of texture, the spatial relationship between 

materials in an image is quantified. Texture recitation 

relies on certain properties.  

 

Uniformity, regularity, density, linearity, directionality, 

roughness, coarseness, phase and frequency.The method 

of categorizing texture force into four major categories, 
such as statistical, structural, fractal, and signal processing. 

 

3.1 Statistical: Statistical type includes a grey-level 

histogram, grey-level co-occurrence matrix, auto-

correlation features, and run-length matrices for 

texture extraction. 

3.2 Structural: The structural models of texture presume 

that textures are combinations of texture primitives. 

Basically, structural texture analysis is carried out in 

two ways: assessment of texture elements, and 

determination of placement rules. Two diff erent 
structural methods are considered i.e. two-

dimensional wavelet transform and Gabor transform. 

3.3 Fractals: Many natural surfaces possess a statistical 

quality of roughness and self-similarity at diff erent 

scales. Fractals have become very useful and popular 

in modelling these properties in the image processing 

field.  

3.4 Signal Processing:Texture is especially suited for this 

type of analysis because of its properties. Includes 

spatial domain filters, Fourier domain, two-

dimensional Gabor function. 

 

4. Texture Feature Extraction Methods: 

The extraction methods are used for extracting interesting 

and relevant features from the inputted image.Using this 

method, texture features can be extracted from an image. 

This section discusses the most common texture extraction 

techniques. Color co-occurrence Method: In statistical 

texture analysis, the texture features are computed by 

analyzing the statistical distribution of observed 

combinations of intensities at specific locations relative to 

each other in the image [2], [10].  

 
4.1 Grey Level Co-occurrence Matrices (GLCM) is a 

statistical method. It is an old and used feature extraction 

method for texture classification. It is regarded as an 

important feature extraction method in the domain of 

texture classification by computing the relationship 

between the extraction method and the image. The textural 

features can be calculated from the generated GLCMs, e.g. 

contrast, correlation, energy, entropy and homogeneity. In 

recent years, however, the GLCM has been combined with 

other methods instead of being used individually. Below 
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are a few other implementations of the GLCM, other than 

the conventional one, including a one-dimensional GLCM 
and a second-order statistical GLCM. It can also be 

applied to diff erent color spaces for color co-occurrence 

matrices [12].  

 

4.2 The spatial Gray-level Dependency Matrices 

(SGDM) method is a way of extracting statistical texture 

features. Spatial Gray-level Dependency Matrices 

(SGDM) includes properties viz. contrast, energy, local 

homogeneity, and correlation [5].In addition to Gabor 

filters, Gabor wavelets are also known as Gabor filters. It 

is a widely used signal processing method. Gabor filters 

consist of parameters such as radial frequency, standard 
deviation, and orientation. It can be used by defining a set 

of radial centre frequencies and orientations. To prevent 

dim methods from producing issues, Gabor filters need to 

be downsized due to the large feature sizes generated by 

signal processing methods [9].  

 

4.3 By using PCA (Principal Component Analysis) one 

can often downsize the feature space, by using the Gabor 

filter methods and by combining it with other methods too 

[1]. 

 
4.4 Wavelets Transform: Another popularly used signal 

processing method in image processing and pattern 

recognition is wavelet transforms. Currently, it is a very 

important feature to use in curriculum classification. 

Nowadays, wavelet transforms such as discrete wavelet 

transforms (DWT), Haar wavelets, and Daubechies 

wavelets are widely used. DWT is the most widely used 

wavelet transform. In the frequency domain, the 

information is usually more stable than in the spatial 

domain. Therefore, despite being more complex and 

slower, wavelet transforms usually produce better features 

with higher accuracy [3]. 
 

4.5 Principal Component Analysis:PCA is a statistical 

procedure that uses an orthogonal transformation to 

convert a set of observations of possibly correlated 

variables into a set of values of linearly uncorrelated 

variables called principal components. The number of 

original variables is greater than or equal to the number of 

principal components. It is sensitive to the relative scaling 

of the original variables [15].  

 

PCA is the simplest of the true eigenvector-based 
multivariate analyses; PCA is closely related to factor 

analysis [8]. 

 

4.5.1 Classifier: A software routine was written in 

MATLAB. Training and testing are performed via 

testing of the work classifier. Texture Feature 

Classification Methods are as follows. 

4.5.2 K-Nearest Neighbor: K-nearest neighbor classifier is 

used to calculate the minimum distance between the 

given point and other points to determine the given 

point belongs to which class. The objective is to 

compute the distance from the query sample to every 
training sample and to select the neighbor with the 

shortest distance from it. 

4.5.3 Radial Basis Function: A radial basis function 

(RBF) is a real-valued function whose value depends 

only on the distance fromthe origin. The normally 

used measuring norm is Euclidean distance. RBF’s 

are networks where the activation of hidden units is 

based on the distance between the input vector and a 

prototype vector [15]. 

4.5.4 Artificial Neural Networks: ANNs are popular 

machine learning algorithms that are in wide in 

recent years. Multilayer Perception (MLP) is the 
basic form of ANN that updates the weights through 

back propagation during the training [1, 14]. In 

texture classification, there are other neural network 

variations that became popular recently [10], [12].  

4.5.5 Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN): It is derived 

from Radial Basis Function (RBF) network and it 

has a parallel distributed processor that has a natural 

tendency for storing experiential knowledge. PNN is 

an implementation of a statistical algorithm called 

kernel discriminate analysis in which the operations 

are organized into a multilayered feed-forward 
network having four layers viz. input layer, pattern 

layer, summation layer, and output layer [15]. 

4.5.6 Convolutional Neural Network:It is a neural 

network that has convolution input layers acts as a 

self-learning feature extractor directly from input 

images. Hence, it can perform both feature extraction 

and classification under the same architecture. 

4.5.7 Back Propagation Network:A typical BP network 

consists of three parts: input layer, hidden layer and 

output layer. Three parts connected through the 

collection weight value between nodes [11, 15]. The 

largest characteristic of BP network is that network 
weight value reaches expectations through the sum 

of error squares between the network output and the 

sample output, and then it continuously adjusts the 

network structure's weight value [8, 12, and 13]. It is 

popular and extensively used for training feed-

forward networks. Also, it has no inherent novelty 

detection, so it must be trained on known outcomes 

for training feed-forward networks. 

 

4.6 Support Vector Machine: 

Support vector machine (SVM) is a non-linear classifier 
and is a newer trend in machine learning algorithms. SVM 

is popularly used in many pattern recognition problems 

including texture classification [14]. SVM is designed to 

work with only two classes. This is done by maximizing 

the margin from the hyperplane. The samples closest to 

the margin that were selected to determine the hyperplane 

is known as support vectors. Multiclass classification is 

applicable and basically built up by various two-class 

SVMs to solve the problem, either by using one-versus-all 

or one [10]. 
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Table.1. Texture classification techniques comparison. 

Sr 

No 

Technique Advagtages Disadvantages 

1 K-Nearest 
Neighbor 

(KNN) 

Simpler 
classifier, 

exclusion of 

any training 

process. 

Applicable in 
the case of a 

small dataset 

that is not 

trained. 

2 Radial

BasisF

unctio

n(RBF

) 

Thetrainingph

aseis faster. 

Thehiddenlay
eriseasiertoint

erpret. 

It is 

slower in 

execution 

when 

speedisa 

factor. 

3 Probabilistic 
Neural 

Networks 

Tolerant of 
noisy inputs. 

Instances 

classified by 

more than 

one output 

Long training 

time.(PNN) 

Large 
complexity of 

network 

structure. Need 

a lot of memory 

for training 

data.Adaptive 

to changing 

data. 

4 Back 

propagation 

Network 

(BPN) 

Easy to 

implement. 

Applicable to 

a wide range 
of problems. 

Able to form 

arbitrarily 

complex 

nonlinear 

mappings. 

Learning can be 

slow.It is hard 

to know how 

many neurons 
as well as layers 

are required. 

5 Support 

Vector 

Machine 

(SVM) 

Simple 

geometric 

interpretation 

and a sparse 

solution.Cana

re robust, 

even when 
the training 

sample has 

some bias. 

Slow 

training.Difficul

t to understand 

the structure of 

The algorithm. 

Large no. 

Support vectors 
are needed from 

the training set 

to perform the 

classification 

task. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

The paper reviews and summarizes image processing 

techniques for recognizing plant disease in several species 

of plants. The most popular methods for the detection of 

plant diseases are BPNN, SVM, K-means clustering, and 

SGDM. The leaves of healthy and diseased plants can be 

analyzed using these techniques. Among the challenges 

associated with these techniques are: Increasing the 

accuracy of the resulting image by improving the 

background data, and automating the method for 

continuous, continuous, automated monitoring of plant 

leaf diseases. This review suggests that this disease 
detection technique has a good potential for detecting 

plant leaf diseases, but has some limitations as well. 

Therefore, there is room for improvement in existing 

research. 
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